
simply stunning



Light and easy with a smooth operating system, the moving panels
of Panel Glides are excellent for sliding and bi-fold doors,

large glazed areas, as room dividers, and fabulous in wide open spaces.  

With a vast range of colours and textiles to choose from, Panel Glides can be
easily teamed with Roman and Roller Blinds throughout any interior space.

panel glides
more than

just a

window

furnishing



Great for heat and light protection,
smooth operating Roller Blinds are available in a selection of blockout, 

translucent and sunscreen fabrics 
which can complement Panel Glides and Roman Blinds

to give a unified look to interiors.

roller blinds
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The Roman Blind selection of weaves and textures, 
translucent and blockout fabrics,

along with Plantation, Mode or Classic batten finishes,
create a stunning versatility to

add glamour to many interior looks.

roman blinds
so many

beautiful

looks

to create



The Sheer Vision blind combines the ideal balance of privacy
and light control with the fashionable, eye-catching trend

of bold stripes and colour blocking.
The exceptional fabric range features metallics, delicate subtle tones and
natural wood weave effects, the perfect collection for any room in the home.
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light control



The popular Woodlook Collection
beautifully complements any décor

in a variety of colours,
from rich warm timber tones to cool crisp whites.
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Emulating soft draperies. Drawn like a curtain,
the blades are rotated to provide light control and privacy in a simple operation.

Our range of vertical blades can be matched to your roller blind and other blind selections,
resulting in an elegant flow through effect in open plan living areas.

vertical blinds
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Veri Shades are the latest revolutionary window furnishing,
combining the sophisticated elegance of curtains with the versatility of blinds.

Veri Shades hang like curtains, while the supple folds operate like blinds
to provide privacy, superior light filtering and airflow.

Transition from translucent to opaque at the simple turn of a wand
or click of a button with our motorisation option..

veri shades
the

clever

curtain

www.betta-blinds.com.au
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